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Abstract
An analysis of the atmospheric branch of the hydrological cycle by means of a 15 km re-
solution numerical integration performed using WRF nested in ERA Interim is presented.
Two WRF experiments covering the period 2010-2014 were prepared. The first one (N) was
configured as in standard numerical downscaling experiments. The second one (D), with
the same parameterizations, included a step of 3DVAR data assimilation every six hours.
Apart from comparing our results with ERA Interim data, several observational datasets
were used to validate the precipitable water (radiosondes and MODIS data), precipitation
(EOBS, ECA&D, TRMM and GPCP) or evaporation (GLEAM). The verification results
showed that the D experiment systematically performs better than N and in many instances,
too, better than the forcing reanalysis. According to the results, the leading terms of the wa-
ter balance are the tendency of the precipitable water, the divergence of moisture flux, evap-
oration and precipitation. No spatial patterns were recognizable for the annual accumulated
evaporation, but the effect of the Atlantic fronts was detected in the precipitation patterns.
The transboundary moisture fluxes through the contour of the Iberian Peninsula behave dif-
ferently depending on the season during 2010-2014. During winter, they show a net moisture
import through the boundaries. During spring, summer or autumn moisture is exported spe-
cially through the Mediterranean coast, and only during midday this feature is reversed due
to sea breezes.
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1 Introduction

The Iberian Peninsula (hereafter, IP) is an interesting place to carry out studies on the
atmospheric branch of the regional hydrologic cycle. Surrounded by the Atlantic ocean and
the Mediterranean sea, the IP is influenced by large-scale moisture transports [Fernández
et al., 2003; Gimeno et al., 2010; Gómez-Hernández et al., 2013]. The atmospheric circula-
tion in this region is strongly influenced by teleconnection patterns affecting the North At-
lantic area [Rodríguez-Puebla et al., 2001], such as the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO)
[Haylock and Goodess, 2004; Zveryaev et al., 2008] or the East Atlantic (EA) [Rodríguez-
Puebla et al., 1998; Sáenz et al., 2001; Zveryaev et al., 2008] and blockings [Sousa et al.,
2017].

The aforementioned large-scale factors interact with the Iberian steep topography
which delimits different climatic regions. Three big climatic areas can be observed in the
IP according to recent climate classifications [Kottek et al., 2006; Peel et al., 2007; Lionello
et al., 2012; Rubel et al., 2017]: Arid (B group), Warm Temperature (C group) and Snow
Climates (D group). Over the IP, the second climate can be divided into two subgroups de-
pending on its dry or humid seasons (Cs and Cf). Therefore, four areas can be found: (1)
Semiarid and Arid climate, in the south of the IP; (2) Mediterranean, in the southwestern IP.
(3) Oceanic, located mainly in the north of Spain and Portugal. Finally, (4) Alpine climate, in
mountain ranges such as the Pyrenees, Picos de Europa or Sierra Nevada.

The effects of the climatic areas and the atmospheric circulation determine the precip-
itation and the vertically integrated water column (integrated water vapour, IWV) in the IP.
The spatial patterns of precipitation change during the year: the north and the west are af-
ected particularly during winter, but for the south and the east the most important season is
autumn [Rodríguez-Puebla et al., 1998; Romero et al., 1999; Esteban-Parra et al., 1998a].
The amount of precipitation in the centre of the IP is larger during the early spring, which
is in accordance to Tullot [2000]. Nowadays a decrease in the amount of precipitation has
been observed [Rodríguez-Puebla et al., 1998; Paredes et al., 2006], not only in the IP but
also in the entire Mediterranean basin [Trigo et al., 1999; Quadrelli et al., 2001]. Additional analyses extend the study of moisture variations to fields such as relative or specific humidities [Vicente-Serrano et al., 2014], showing a decrease in relative humidity but not a similar change in specific humidity over the IP.

The variability of the IWV during the year also depends on the region. According to Zveryaev et al. [2008], a strong variability over the IP is observed during winter, with large values near the oceanic or marine regions. During summer, the largest values are located near the Mediterranean sea. In addition, Ortiz de Galisteo et al. [2011] suggested that local effects (e.g. breezes) modify the diurnal cycle of IWV, especially during summer.

Studies of the precipitation and IWV are part of an integrated assessment of the water balance over a region. During the last decades, a growing number of studies on this topic has been made [Gutowski Jr. et al., 1997; Trenberth and Guillemot, 1998; Berbery and Rasmussen, 1999; Trenberth et al., 2007; Yeh and Famiglietti, 2008]. Many of these studies focus on different regions, applying different methodologies. Focusing over the IP Vérant et al. [2004] analysed the effect of the spatial resolution of regional simulations for terrestrial water balance.

Nowadays, it is commonly accepted that a dynamical model nested within a Global Climate Model (GCM) can provide more accurate simulated fields than the GCM itself [Jones et al., 1995; Foley, 2010; Rummukainen, 2010; Feser et al., 2011; Önlü, 2012]. In addition, even if the regional models are fed only by boundary conditions, they are able to reproduce the small-scale features dependent on the resolution of the surface of the domain such as orographic precipitation and fast-floods [Rockel et al., 2008; Leung and Qian, 2009]. However, regional coupled ocean-atmosphere models can be sensitive to the domain in regions where this coupling is important, as suggested by Sein et al. [2014] when downscaling for the Arctic region. In terms of regional models, the Weather Research and Forecasting Model (WRF, ARW) [Skamarock et al., 2008] has been applied in the study of daily precipitation [Cardoso et al., 2013] at different horizontal resolutions. On the other hand, the relationship between evapotranspiration and the maximum of precipitation in spring in the IP was analysed using WRF [Rios-Entenza et al., 2014; Eiras-Barca et al., 2016] and also in the analysis of moisture recycling [Rios-Entenza et al., 2014]. An ensemble of regional models taking part in the EURO-CORDEX initiative was analysed to identify impacts on temperature and precipitation indices by future climate change over Europe [Dosio, 2016], Portugal [Soares et al., 2015] or Spain [Domínguez et al., 2013]. These studies have already shown that regional climate models are useful tools in the analysis of precipitation over the area. They have also shown that the WRF model is widely used, but most of the times without including the data assimilation step on it.

Focusing on the Iberian peninsula, the number of studies including the data assimilation step in their regional simulations is very small. The most similar study to ours that has been found in the bibliography is the numerical weather prediction carried out operationally at the Spanish Meteorological Agency (AEMET) using the HIRLAM model [Navascués et al., 2013]. In this case, the 3DVAR data assimilation scheme is run every six hours, showing a positive impact in the forecast quality. However, it does not include a comparison between a simulation with the same configuration but without the 3DVAR data assimilation step.

Our main objective is to extend the previous studies to a full analysis of the whole atmospheric branch of the water cycle over the Iberian Peninsula. In particular, an evaluation of the advantage of the use of a 3DVAR assimilation step during the runs with the regional climate model in the closure of the moisture balance will be assessed. To that extent, the ability of numerical experiments carried out using WRF covering the period 2010-2014 will be checked. As those simulations are not long enough to address neither the climatology nor the interannual variability, these topics will not be studied. Two simulations were carried out with WRF: one of them (experiment D) included 3DVAR data assimilation every six hours,
and the second one (N) was configured so that, after initialization, only the boundary conditions drive the model. The water balance simulated by both runs was analysed. First, the balance was internally checked (according to the model results) to identify the consistency of the fields. Additionally, the model results were also checked by comparing them with observational datasets (particularly IWV, precipitation and evaporation). Finally, a comparison of both experiments provided further insight into the benefits of applying the assimilation of observations while running WRF. It is shown that the resulting products improve the spatial resolution compared to ERA Interim (ERAI) [Dee et al., 2011]. The analyses also outperform the verification fields from the forcing reanalysis, thus adding value to it.

This paper is organised in five main sections. In section two, the configuration of the WRF model is described along with the characteristics of the different datasets used for validation of the elements of the water balance. A brief outline of the techniques used for comparing the datasets is also presented in that section. In section three, the water balance results for the IP during the period 2010-2014 are presented, along with the validation of IWV, precipitation and evaporation. A discussion about the key findings emerging from the study, and concluding remarks about our research are presented in sections four and five respectively.

2 Data and Methods

2.1 WRF Model Set-up

The WRF model (version 3.6.1) nested inside ERAI was used to create two different simulations spanning the period 2010-2014. The runs were started in 2009. The first year (2009) was used as spin-up for the land surface model and not analysed, as done in previous studies [Argüeso et al., 2011; Zheng et al., 2017]. Boundary conditions from ERAI are provided every 6-hours at 0.75 degrees resolution and with 20 vertical levels (from 5 hPa to 1000 hPa). Boundary conditions drive the model after the initialization in the first experiment (N). The second experiment (D) is configured exactly the same way as N, but 3DVAR data assimilation [Barker et al., 2012] is run every six hours (at 00 UTC, 06 UTC, 12 UTC and 18 UTC) using observations from the NCEP ADP Global Upper Air and Surface Weather Observations (PREPBUFR dataset). Observations included inside a 120-minute window centered at these analysis times are used for the 3DVAR analysis. High-resolution (0.25° × 0.25°) daily sea surface temperature (SST) fields from NOAA OI SST v2 [Reynolds et al., 2007] were included in both simulations.

The domain is centered on the IP but it also covers much of north-western Africa and western Europe (20°-60°N, 25°W-15°E) (Figure 19). A mask over the IP (coloured in red in Figure 19) was defined in order to select the points that were included in the analysis of the water balance. Both simulations used 51 vertical levels and 15x15 km² horizontal resolution. With this resolution, the WRF model is able to better follow the topography of the IP than ERA Interim. Figure 19 (bottom) shows the topography according to GLOBE dataset (1 km resolution; [Hastings and Dunbar, 1999]) and that from WRF. Besides the NOAH Land Surface Model mentioned above, some other parametrizations were used such as WRF five class microphysics, MYNN2 Planetary Boundary Layer scheme, RRTMG scheme for both short-wave and long-wave radiation and Tiedtke scheme for cumulus convection.

The background error covariance matrices were adapted to the region and the physical parameterizations used in the D experiment by means of the CV5 in WRFDA [Parrish and Derber, 1992] by creating a 13-month long run from January 2007 until February 2008. The background error covariances vary monthly and were always built using 90 days around the corresponding month. Integrations used during this 90 day period were initialized either at 00 UTC or at 12 UTC in order to properly sample day and night. For example, the background error covariance matrix for January was created using the data from December to February and so on for the rest of the monthly varying background error covariance matrices.
The first experiment (N) is created by running 6-hour long segments that are restarted from the restart file produced by the previous segment. Thus, this methodology is equivalent to a continuous WRF run where boundary conditions feed the model every 6-hours after the initialization of the model in January 1st, 2009. On the other hand, the data assimilation experiment (D) is run during 12 hours starting from every analysis (00 UTC, 06 UTC, 12 UTC and 18 UTC). For this simulation, there is only a cold start in January 1st, 2009. The analyses are produced by using the output from the model at a six-hour forecast step from the previous segment as first guess in a 3DVAR data assimilation scheme where observations from PREPBUFR files are used. The outputs of both simulations are saved every three hours, which means that analysis from the D experiment and 3-hour forecasts (03 UTC, 09 UTC, 15 UTC and 21 UTC) are included in our results. The same recording frequency for outputs is used for the continuous N WRF run.
2.2 Validation Datasets

In order to independently validate each element of the water balance, several datasets were used. The number of available datasets is not very high because at the same time they must cover the period 2010-2014 and they must ideally have a comparable resolution to that used in the model runs.

In order to validate the simulated precipitable water (IWV), atmospheric radiosondes and Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) data were used [Gao and Kaufman, 2003]. The radiosondes were obtained from the server of the University of Wyoming with only eight stations being available for the IP. In these stations, data are collected twice per day (at 00 UTC and 12 UTC), except for Lisbon station where it is only available once per day (at 12 UTC). We used the bootstrap technique with resampling to create 1000 time series for the validation of our simulations with the radiosondes, in order to accurately represent sampling errors. IWV from ERAI was also included in the validation, after having the vertical integral computed in ECMWF’s original model levels.

Data taken from MODIS was also used for validation purposes. This spectroradiometer is an important instrument aboard the Aqua and Terra satellites. Both satellites collect data every 1 to 2 days in many spectral bands. For our validation, Level-2 IWV from both satellites were combined and used in order to improve the temporal resolution of the dataset. 5 km x 5 km spatial resolution was used in a domain centred over the IP (34°-46°N, 12°W-6°E).

For the validation of precipitation, four datasets were used: the ENSEMBLES OBSERVATIONS (EOBS version 12.0, 0.25° resolution) [Haylock et al., 2008; van den Besselaar et al., 2011], the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM, 0.25° resolution) [Wang et al., 2014], the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP, 1° resolution) [Huffman et al., 2001] and the European Climate Assessment & Dataset (ECA&D) [Klein Tank et al., 2002], which contains land station observations. For this last dataset, twenty-one stations evenly spaced over the IP were selected in order to represent the different climatic areas without oversampling over some areas (such as Catalonia) where the density of stations is much higher than in the rest of the IP. In Portugal, Lisbon was the only station providing data during the period 2010-2014. All datasets present a daily temporal resolution, with the exception of TRMM which has a 3-hourly resolution. Data from ERAI and both WRF experiments were aggregated to daily values.

Finally, in order to validate the evaporation, version 3.0 of Global Land Evaporation Amsterdam Model (GLEAM) datasets [Martens et al., 2017; Miralles et al., 2011] were used. This dataset is based on observations such as radiation, air temperature, precipitation, snow water equivalent, vegetation optical depth and surface soil moisture from satellites, reanalysis and other observational fields. Three independent GLEAM datasets were available, but only 2 of them were used: v3.0b and v3.0c. In order to arrive to a fair comparison between WRF and ERAI, GLEAM v3.0a dataset was not included in the validation because ERAI’s net radiation and air temperature were used as forcings in it. Both selected versions were driven only by satellite data, but the main difference between them was that v3.0c retrieved vegetation optical depth and surface soil moisture from SMOS-observations. Both datasets cover the same domain (50°N-50°S) using a 0.25° x 0.25° regular grid. Data are available with daily temporal resolution.

The verification indices depend on the observational dataset used. For the validation of IWV in radiosondes, Taylor diagrams were used to plot the standard deviation, root mean squared error (RMSE) and Pearson’s correlation (r) of both WRF experiments and ERAI against radiosonde data. For the other datasets, which are not prone to the use of Taylor diagrams, the nearest neighbour to each point at WRF’s mask for the IP (2108 points) was calculated in the other grids. Then, the results were plotted in coloured maps that represent r and bias. For the calculation of the transboundary fluxes (only computed for the results of
2.3 Analysis of the Water Balance

In order to analyse the water budget over the IP simulated by both WRF simulations and ERAI the moisture conservation equation for vertically integrated quantities and surface fluxes (equation 12.9 from Peixoto and Oort [1992]) is used:

$$\frac{\partial W}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot \vec{Q} + \frac{\partial W_c}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot \vec{Q}_c = E - P,$$

where $W$ is the IWV, $\nabla \cdot \vec{Q}$ is the divergence of moisture flux, and $E$ and $P$ are the evaporation and precipitation, respectively. The subscript $c$ denotes the terms related to the condensates simulated by the model’s microphysical parameterization.

Starting from equation 1, the residual $\eta$ of the water conservation equation was defined for each grid point as follows:

$$\eta = \frac{\partial W}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot \vec{Q} + \frac{\partial W_c}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot \vec{Q}_c - E + P$$

The most important terms in equation 1 ($W$, $\nabla \cdot \vec{Q}$, $E$, $P$) are quantitatively verified against observations, namely precipitable water $W$ (subsection 3.1), precipitation $P$ (subsection 3.2) and evaporation $E$ (subsection 3.3) when observations are available. In other cases (such as is the case for divergence of moisture transports $\nabla \cdot \vec{Q}$), the verification has been carried out by checking the closure of the water conservation equation, since direct observations do not exist. The spatial pattern of the residual $\eta$ was studied for both WRF simulations and ERAI, particularly for the annual and seasonal means. Additionally, annual and seasonal accumulation maps were calculated for each term of the water balance, together with areal mean plots when showing time series of evaporation.

3 Results

3.1 Validation of Integrated Water Vapour

Figure 20 shows the results for the comparison of IWV from both WRF experiments and ERAI with radiosondes. The experiment with data assimilation (D) was the one with the best scores in every station available ($r$ between 0.973 and 0.990). It improved the results of the experiment without data assimilation ($r$ between 0.669 and 0.778), but also those for ERAI ($r$ between 0.857 and 0.963).

Scatterplots between both simulations and ERAI with observations (not shown) showed that the slope obtained from the regression line was really well reproduced by both WRF runs (N: from 0.817 to 0.978, D: from 0.918 to 1.001). Especially for the D experiment, which was able to beat ERAI (from 0.787 to 1.009). However, the bias was larger for the N experiment (between 1.960 mm to 4.092 mm), whilst for D and ERAI the spread of the values was smaller (between -1 mm and 1 mm).

Figure 21 shows the verification results for mixed Level 2 (L2) data measured by MODIS aboard Aqua and Terra satellites. Poor values for the N experiment were observed, particularly in the southern and northwestern IP. The D experiment improved the results obtained for N, being quite similar to those obtained for ERA-Interim. ERAI and the D experiment reached the same area-averaged $r$ (0.66), while for the N experiment the area-averaged $r$ was 0.53. It is clear that the agreement between satellite and model precipitable water is lower than between soundings and model data.

The bias between both WRF simulations and ERAI with MODIS L2 data is presented in Figure 22. The mountain ranges across the IP were clearly recognizable in both WRF simulations. The N experiment presented the poorest results near the final stretch of the Tajo.
Figure 2. Taylor diagrams showing the standard deviation, r and RMSE results for N and D experiments and ERAI compared to radiosonde data (coloured in red, green and orange respectively). The small dots represent the results for each time series created using the bootstrap technique, while the big dots correspond to the results obtained from the full sample of observed radiosonde data.
Figure 3. Correlation for both WRF simulations and ERAI compared to IWV data collected by MODIS aboard Aqua and Terra satellites. The spatial average of the points included in the IP is presented in the right bottom corner of the map.

Guadiana and Guadalquivir rivers, but also in the Ebro basin. The D experiment was able to slightly improve these results, reaching similar values to those obtained with ERAI (D: -14.84 mm and ERA: -14.25 mm).

Figure 4. Same as Figure 21, but for bias (mm).

3.2 Validation of Precipitation

Figure 23 shows the results for the comparison of precipitation with EOBS dataset and twenty-one stations from ECA&D. Focusing only on the EOBS results (coloured grid), northwestern IP was well reproduced by the simulations and ERAI. Major problems appear in the southeastern zone, particularly for the N experiment. However, the experiment with data assimilation was able to improve the r in these regions, making it comparable to ERAI as both reach similar areal mean r values: 0.64 and 0.63 respectively.

Focusing on the results from the stations selected from ECA&D, the N experiment obtained the poorest results. Particularly near the Mediterranean coast. The D experiment improved these results in the center and southern regions of Spain (from 0.44 to 0.54). The D experiment also presented better results than ERAI in the south of the IP.

The bias results from EOBS (Figure 24) show large differences for the N experiment in the northwestern part of the IP, The Pyrenees and the Central System. The D experiment shows better agreement, with some discrepancies remaining only in the north of Portugal. A similar pattern is observed for ERAI. Mean biases of 0.07 mm/day and -0.02 mm/day are measured for the D experiment and ERAI respectively.
Figure 5. Precipitation correlation maps between EOBS dataset for both WRF simulations and ERA (shaded). Coloured circles represent the correlation of 21 stations selected from ECA&D. The mean r values for EOBS and ECA&D datasets are presented in the right bottom corner of the maps.

Figure 6. Same as Figure 23, but for bias (mm/day).

According to the results for ECA&D, the biases are better for the inland parts of the IP. In this case, the experiment with data assimilation has the largest mean bias. The N experiment has a mean bias value of 0.08 mm/day, the D experiment 0.3 mm/day and ERAI 0.12 mm/day.

Similar maps are obtained for TRMM and GPCP datasets. They show the southwestern IP region to have poorer r (not shown). In order to summarize the r and bias results for all validation datasets, a quantile-based analysis of the results is presented in Tables 3 and 4. r values for the N experiment were worse than ERA-Interim and the D experiment. The D experiment obtained better (or at least similar) results to those for ERAI in each validation. Highest results for the D experiment were obtained while comparing to EOBS dataset, with values ranging from 0.53 to 0.76 across the IP. Focusing on Table 2, the spread of the values was bigger for the N experiment. Comparable results were observed for ERAI and the D experiment.

3.3 Validation of Evaporation

Analysing the static geographical data used by WRF for our domain, the predominant types of soil and land use over the IP can be studied. The soil type in the region is mainly loam, with the exception of the Guadalquivir Basin that is made of clay. Conversely, the land uses over the IP are more varied. Evergreen and mixed forests are detected in the mountain ranges of the IP. The plateaus are full of croplands, mixed with woody savannas and open scrublands in the southern Spain. A clear relationship with the climatic areas arises from this distribution of land uses. However, three different urban sites can be clearly observed: Barcelona, Madrid and Porto.

These urban points of the grid must be removed since WRF is not able to simulate correctly their evaporation (Figure 25) due to the mismatch between the real land use and the simulated one. The r of these points with their nearest points in GLEAM grid was negative,
## Table 1. Spatial quantile-based analysis of the correlations obtained for precipitation in both WRF experiments and ERAI with the validation datasets: EOBS, ECA&D, GPCP and TRMM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>q97.5</th>
<th>q95</th>
<th>q75.</th>
<th>q50</th>
<th>q25</th>
<th>q5</th>
<th>q2.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EOBS-N</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EOBS-D</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EOBS-ERA</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECA&amp;D-N</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECA&amp;D-D</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECA&amp;D-ERA</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPCP-N</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPCP-D</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPCP-ERA</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRMM-N</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRMM-D</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRMM-ERA</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Table 2. Same as Table 3 but for bias (mm/day).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>q97.5</th>
<th>q95</th>
<th>q75.</th>
<th>q50</th>
<th>q25</th>
<th>q5</th>
<th>q2.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EOBS-N</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td>-1.38</td>
<td>-1.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EOBS-D</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>-0.72</td>
<td>-1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EOBS-ERA</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>-0.59</td>
<td>-0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECA&amp;D-N</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>-0.90</td>
<td>-0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECA&amp;D-D</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECA&amp;D-ERA</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
<td>-0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPCP-N</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-1.42</td>
<td>-2.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPCP-D</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>-0.73</td>
<td>-1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPCP-ERA</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>-0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRMM-N</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>-0.45</td>
<td>-0.88</td>
<td>-2.70</td>
<td>-3.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRMM-D</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
<td>-0.63</td>
<td>-1.81</td>
<td>-2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRMM-ERA</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>-0.51</td>
<td>-0.74</td>
<td>-1.66</td>
<td>-1.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
with values between 0 and -0.4. As this was a problem related to the Land Surface Model, all these points were eliminated from the validation.

**Figure 7.** Eliminated points from the validation of evaporation because of the lack of ability to simulate observed evaporation by Noah Land Surface Model depending on their land uses. All urban and built-up grid points (orange) were deleted, but also some points representing evergreen broadleaf forest (magenta), mixed forests (cyan), open shrublands (coral) and croplands (green).

The most remarkable differences between GLEAM 3.0b and 3.0c (for 2011-2014) are concentrated in the north-western and eastern sides of the IP. The highest values of the difference were located in this last region, reaching 0.20 mm/day. Figure 26 shows the r map for the comparison of evaporation with GLEAM v3.0b. For the N experiment, poor results appear near the Mediterranean coast and Ebro basin. The data assimilation improves those results, obtaining comparable values to those from ERAI (mean r for D was 0.48 and 0.51 for ERAI). However, both ERAI and the D experiment showed their poorest results for the Mediterranean coast and the north-western IP. Similar spatial pattern and results were obtained if comparing to GLEAM v3.0c dataset, with 0.33, 0.47 and 0.51 as mean values of r for N, D and ERAI respectively (not shown).

Results for the evaporation bias are presented in Figure 27. For the N experiment, the best results were observed inland. Some major differences appeared near the southern and south-eastern coasts of the IP, but the mean bias was only -0.01 mm/day for this experiment.
Both the D experiment and ERAI showed a negative bias, being more remarkable for ERAI (-0.26 mm/day and -0.82 mm/day respectively). No clear pattern was observed for the D experiment, but differences near the coasts were remarkable for ERAI. Similar results were obtained with GLEAM v3.0c, with -0.05 mm/day, -0.32 mm/day and -0.86 mm/day biases for N, D and ERAI respectively (not shown).

The effect of removing all urban points in the validation was observed particularly in the r and bias measured for both WRF experiments. A quantile analysis of the values before and after removing these problematic points can help us to quantify its effect. Focusing on the GLEAM v3.0b dataset and the N experiment, the 97.5, 50 and 2.5 percentiles for r vary from 0.51, 0.34 and 0.09 to 0.51, 0.35 and 0.17 respectively if the urban points are not included. For the D experiment, the values of the percentiles changed from 0.66, 0.48 and 0.06 to 0.66, 0.48 and 0.27 respectively. Focusing on the bias between GLEAM v3.0b and the N experiment, the highest percentiles are reduced from 1.23, 0 and -0.48 to 0.5, -0.01 and -0.48. For the D experiment, they vary from 1.27, -0.31 and -0.9 to 0.52, -0.34 and -0.9 respectively. Same features are observed for the r and biases between GLEAM v3.0c and both WRF simulations. Therefore, the results are quite robust in the central part of the probability distribution function of the verification scores.

The areal mean of the monthly evaporation (Figure 28) showed a similar spatially averaged evaporation rate for GLEAM and both WRF experiments. An intensified behaviour was observed for ERAI over the IP. The bias between ERAI and GLEAM v3.0b varied from 0.59 mm/day in winter to 1.11 mm/day in summer. For GLEAM v3.0c, a bias of 0.6 mm/day in winter and 1.30 mm/day in summer were measured.
Figure 10. Areal mean evaporation simulated by different datasets and experiments for 2010-2014. GLEAM v3.0b in blue, GLEAM v3.0c in magenta, the N experiment in red, the D experiment in green and ERAI in orange.

3.4 Analysis of the residual and analysis increments

The most important terms of equation 1 were determined analysing the spread of their areal mean values. This analysis showed that terms relative to condensates can be disregarded, as previously found by other studies [Peixoto and Oort, 1992; Snider, 2000]. Figure 29 shows the distribution of the areal mean monthly data, that is, the main terms of the water balance according to equation 1. Thus, the leading terms of the water balance were the tendency of the IWV, the divergence of moisture flux, evaporation and precipitation. ERAI produced a larger residual than both WRF experiments. Both the D and N experiments showed a similar residual but with opposite signs. The change in sign from the N to the D experiment can be unequivocally attributed to the 3DVAR assimilation step since both experiments are configured the same way. Additionally, the D experiment showed a better agreement with observations during the verification. It has also proved to be the one with better (or at least, similar) results than ERAI for each term of the water balance. Taking this feature into account, a deeper analysis of the residual and the water balance of the experiment D was carried out.

Figure 30 shows the distribution of the areal mean values of the residual according to the hour and season for the D experiment. The spread of the residual was bigger during
Figure 11. Areal mean of the precipitation (MArealRAIN), the evaporation (MArealEVAP), the divergence of moisture flux (MArealDivQ), the tendency of the IWV (DerivQ) and the residual according to the experiment: ERAI in orange, the N experiment in red and the D experiment in green (mm/day).

summer (JJA), and smaller during winter (DJF). A similar distribution was observed during spring (MAM) and autumn (SON). The largest residuals appeared at 18 UTC.

In order to analyse the role played by analysis increments in the structure of the residual, Figure 31 shows the distribution of the analysis increment of the specific humidity at 2m during the data assimilation process at different times and seasons. Large analysis increments in moisture at 12 UTC and 18 UTC for each season were observed. The spatial pattern at 12 UTC was more intense than that at 18 UTC, but both showed great values in the Ebro and Guadalquivir basins, south of Madrid and southeastern IP. Differences between seasons were highlighted, with strong increments in summer, but less during winter. However, the spatial pattern was more or less constant in every season (not shown).

In order to finish with the study of the moisture balance terms with the structure of the residual, an analysis by means of principal components of the area averaged terms $\left[ \frac{\partial W}{\partial t} \right]$, $\left[ \vec{\nabla} \cdot \vec{Q} \right]$, $[E]$ and $[P]$ shows that the leading principal components explain 72% of the total variance with anomalies of the same sign tied to $\left[ \frac{\partial W}{\partial t} \right]$ and (weaker) $[P]$. In this leading PC, an opposite sign in the anomalies corresponds to $\left[ \vec{\nabla} \cdot \vec{Q} \right]$. The second principal component explains 20% of the total variance, and it basically represents the variability of $[P]$ with a
much weaker contribution (with opposite sign) of $[E]$ and $\left[ \frac{\partial W}{\partial t} \right]$. Finally, the third PC represents only 6% of the total variance. It projects almost exclusively onto $[E]$, and its time series shows a clear seasonal pattern with higher values during summer. It explains 77% of the variability of $[E]$. However, since neither of these PCs nor the original variables are strongly linearly related with the residual, there is no simple explanation for its area-averaged values.

Regarding the analysis minus background of the temperature at 2m, the most remarkable increments were observed at 00 and 12 UTC of every season (not shown). Increments occurred particularly in the south of the IP during winter, and they reached the Cantabrian Range in summer. The assimilation substantially corrects (map not shown) the well known cold bias in summer temperatures observed in this region for WRF simulations [Fernández et al., 2007; Argüeso et al., 2011; Jerez et al., 2012]. However, an analysis of the physical mechanisms in this case are left for further research, since the topic of this paper is not focusing on that.
3.5 Description of the main features of the hydrological cycle

After having shown that the D experiment accurately simulates the structure of the hydrological cycle over the IP, this subsection describes the main features of this cycle. First, the accumulated annual values of evaporation for the D experiment did not show a clear pattern over the IP. However, if we check the mean daily values of evaporation for winter and summer (Figure 32), some features can be observed. During winter, the evaporation of the IP is really small (0.67 mm/day on average), and the largest values are located in the south of Portugal. During summer, remarkable values (above 4 mm/day) are observed in the north and north-western IP, the areas where the soil has the highest moisture content during summer. Spring and autumn are intermediate seasons regarding this variable but show no special structure (maps not shown).

For precipitation, however, the influence of the Atlantic sources of moisture was recognizable (Figure 33). The D experiment obtained a similar pattern to that obtained by AEMET for 1971-2000. This pattern was not so clear for the EOBS dataset. A good agreement between the D experiment and ECA&D dataset was observed. Only in a few stations of the southwestern IP can be observed an underestimation on the precipitation amount simulated by the D experiment, probably related to the difficulties simulating the convective precipitation regimes that dominate this region.

Seasonal analysis of the IWV showed higher values in the Mediterranean coast and the Ebro basin during summer (Figure 34). Remarkable values were also observed near the Bay of Biscay. During the other seasons, especially spring and autumn, the IWV values were higher in the most important basins of the IP: Guadalquivir, Guadiana, Tagus and Ebro basins. The smallest values were located near the mountain ranges during winter, as could be expected from the lower temperatures at low levels of the atmosphere and the smaller height of the troposphere at those places.
Figure 14. Mean daily evaporation (mm/day) simulated by the D experiment over the IP for winter (left) and summer (right). The mean value of the evaporation over the IP is presented in the right bottom corner of the maps.

Figure 15. Accumulated annual precipitation (mm) over the IP taken from the Spanish Meteorological Agency atlas [AEMET, 2011] for 1971-2000 (left), compared to those from the D experiment (top right) and from ECA&D over EOBS (bottom right).

An advantage of using a mesoscale model is that it allows to represent new fields that can not be properly estimated from observations alone. This is the case of the moisture that crosses the boundaries of the IP. Figure 35 shows the transboundary moisture fluxes across the boundaries of the IP during winter as simulated by the D WRF experiment. In this case, these results were not compared to the transboundary fluxes from ERAI. According to the net values of each studied hour (00 UTC, 06 UTC, 12 UTC and 18 UTC), the IP imports a great amount of moisture during this season. The overall net flux is always negative, in the range of $[-35, -13]$ Pg/mon, with less import during night. The moisture enters the IP mainly through the Portuguese coast and exits the peninsula through the Mediterranean coast. During Spring (not shown), the IP exports moisture at night (30 Pg/month), but imports it during the day (-27 Pg/mon).
During summer (Figure 36), the IP exports moisture during the whole day (net flux always positive ranging from 48 to 68 Pg/mon) except at 12 UTC and 15 UTC that the IP moisture flux is negative (-0.34 and -8 Pg/mon respectively). At those times, moisture is imported specially because of the breezes in the Alboran Sea (southern Spain) (see Figure 36, 06 UTC versus 18 UTC). This breeze reaches its maximum intensity slightly later than 12 UTC. During Autumn (not shown), the IP mainly imports moisture (net flux ranges from -31 Pg/mon to 4 Pg/mon).

4 Discussion

In this section, we begin by restating the main objectives of this paper: to carry out an analysis of the whole atmospheric branch of the water cycle over the Iberian Peninsula and to analyse the benefits of applying a 3DVAR data assimilation step while running WRF when studying the atmospheric moisture balance. To do so, two simulations covering a five-year-period were created. The five year period is as long as those typically used in the field when analyzing the performance of different configurations of WRF in many applications such as Jiménez and Dudhia [2013], Rios-Entenza and Míguez-Macho [2014], Rios-Entenza et al. [2014] and Ulazia et al. [2016]. The use of five years makes it clear that our WRF simulations cannot be used in a full study of the long-term climatology of the elements of the water balance and their interannual variability. However, it has been checked if our results are related to low frequency variability sources such as the NAO, a well known factor affecting the variability of precipitation over the area [Rodríguez-Puebla et al., 2001]. Additional checks were performed with El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO), even if previous analyses stated that its effects are restricted to different sectors of the IP [Kiladis and Díaz, 1989; Rodó et al., 1997; Frias et al., 2010; Vicente-Serrano et al., 2011; Lorenzo et al., 2011] and that the effect by the ENSO is not stationary [López-Parages and Rodriguez-Fonseca, 2012].
classifying every month into high (above the 75th percentile) or low (below the 25th percentile) values of NAO and ENSO index (downloaded from the Climate Prediction Center), the residuals of the moisture equation where compared. This comparison shows that they do not change with the different phases during our five-year period (results not shown).

Both WRF simulations include a one-year spin-up as we are not trying to initialize every layer of the land surface model during that period. Several years are needed to achieve this goal in land-moisture data assimilation systems [Lim et al., 2012; Stacke and Hagemann, 2016]. However, our intention is to get low errors in the fluxes between the land and the atmosphere, as we will focus only in the atmospheric branch of the water cycle, not in moisture deep soil layers. According to recent studies [Montavez et al., 2017], the optimal initialization is obtained for a 6-month spin-up over the EUROCORDEX domain. However, Giorgi and Bi [2000] stated that the RMSD reaches the equilibrium after 5-15 days of simulation.

Figure 17. Transboundary moisture fluxes analysis at 00 UTC (top left), 06 UTC (top right), 12 UTC (bottom left) and 18 UTC (bottom right) during winter. The reference bar is labelled at 6.5 Pg/month. The green bars represent an inland flux, while the blue bars refer to an outward flux.

Figure 18. Same as Figure 35 but for summer.
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and Christensen [1999] suggested that a few months spin-up prevents errors in the soil variables related to a poor initialization. Different periods have been used for spin-up of the soil model in previous studies, such as one month [Angevine et al., 2014], four months [Jerez et al., 2010, 2012, 2013], seven months [Argüeso et al., 2011] or one year [Zheng et al., 2017]. In any case, the D experiment we present is not a climatic simulation, so any problem in the run (if any) would be corrected by the 3DVAR data assimilation step. In addition, the effect of selecting a longer spin-up period on the residuals was studied (not shown). Even if the spin-up period was increased to 5 years using for validation shorter periods in our integration, the spread of the residuals of both WRF experiments with respect to the ones from ERAI were not affected by that change.

Considering the differences in the spread of the residual between both N and D WRF experiments, the results showed that the experiment without data assimilation (N) produced a positive residual of the water balance whilst, conversely, the D experiment with data assimilation every six hours produced in general a negative residual. This change is due to the analysis increments in the D experiment. The objective of the data assimilation process during the WRF simulations is to create accurate initial fields, closer to the state of the atmosphere measured by the observations, thus correcting biases that exist in the model. This is particularly relevant for balance equations, such as the moisture conservation equation, as the analysis procedure cannot preserve moisture (by definition) since analysis increments are not physical terms of the atmosphere. However, the analysis performed shows that analyses resulting from the D experiment are closer to observations than output fields from the N experiment. Despite the lack of complete balance, these analyses represent better the hydrological cycle than the simulation in the N experiment and than the coarse fields from the forcing reanalysis ERA Interim. Our results show consistently that 3DVAR data assimilation improves the quality of the simulated variables as also found by Navascués et al. [2013] and Ulazia et al. [2016]. Thus, the use of 3DVAR data assimilation improves the balance according to this bootstrap-based robust evaluation.

The robustness of our results was also checked by means of a bootstrap analysis of the residuals. 1000 random time series were sampled from both WRF experiments and ERAI, and the distribution of their medians showed that the seasonal cycle is more intense that the interannual variability over the IP (not shown). Additionally, the Median Absolute Deviation (MAD) between these new and the original time series is really small for the N and D experiments compared to ERAI’s. The spread of the values do not overlap each other (not shown). According to our group’s previous results [Ulazia et al., 2016], this is also the case for wind over the ocean for a ten year period when comparing WRF runs with (every six and twelve hours) or without data assimilation.

The lack of fine resolution datasets for validation (particularly for our period and/or domain) is a problem for the interpretation of the results. It is clear that the relatively coarse resolution of some observational datasets produces a mismatch in the initial interpretation of the results. This is what happens particularly with the EOBS dataset. According to the validation results for precipitation (Figures 23 and 24), the bias showed major discrepancies between EOBS dataset and both WRF experiments near the mountain regions of the IP. However, if we take into account the accumulated annual precipitation amount (Figure 33, right), the pattern observed for the D experiment is much closer to the observations than that for EOBS. This means that if finer resolution datasets existed, the verification results for both WRF integrations might be better, since the produced fields show a geographical distribution that is closer to the one available from high resolution fields corresponding to a different period. This is also extensible to the other precipitation datasets used for validation, as all of them have similar resolutions. In addition, the most similar dataset available to our experiments would be the Iberian dataset (0.2° resolution) [Belo-Pereira et al., 2011], created by merging the Spain02 dataset [Herrera et al., 2012, 2016] with the PT02 dataset (for Portugal). However, its period (1950-2003) does not cover ours, so that it cannot be directly used, although it can be qualitatively compared. Even if the results for precipitation correspond
to different periods of time, the accumulated annual precipitation over the IP for the Iberian dataset showed a similar pattern (see Figure 6 from Belo-Pereira et al. [2011]) to that observed in both WRF experiments and the one taken from the atlas created by the Spanish Meteorological Agency [AEMET, 2011]. This strengthens the idea that not having access to high-resolution and real datasets is a problem for performing a proper validation of these new high resolution simulations.

Comparing gridded datasets with point measurements can be also problematic, as the open problem of the representativeness error is introduced. According to Tustison et al. [2001], the representative error is a non-zero scale-dependent error and it is independent of the model performance. Usually, there are two ways to compare different datasets: using the nearest neighbour or the bilinear interpolation. The first technique is used when dealing with non-linear fields [Casati et al., 2008; Moseley, 2011] as it does not smooth the field when downscaling to higher resolution grid [Accadia et al., 2003]. On the other hand, the bilinear interpolation is suitable for grids that do not vary too much on scales longer than the spatial resolution [Moseley, 2011], but it reduces the maxima and increases the minima of precipitation data [Accadia et al., 2003]. This information supports the idea that the nearest neighbour technique is the best for our study. In addition, it has customarily been used in previous studies [Borge et al., 2008; Jiménez et al., 2010; Jiménez and Dudhia, 2012; Önol, 2012; Soares et al., 2012]. Previous studies also identified that the verification of limited-area high resolution model output is problematic due to the difficulty in having access to observational data with the needed time and spatial resolutions [Rummukainen, 2010; Gómez-Navarro et al., 2012].

The poor r values obtained for precipitation in the Mediterranean region (Figure 5) are related to its generally convective origin. The Atlantic facade is mainly affected by frontal systems, while the Mediterranean coast and the Ebro Valley are characterized by very scarce precipitation concentrated in high precipitation events. This convective precipitation is difficult to be detected even by the observational datasets [Herrera et al., 2012], and the different spatial structure of these precipitation types has been extensively studied [Fernández et al., 2003; Muñoz-Diaz and Rodrigo, 2004; Rodríguez-Puebla et al., 1998; Esteban-Parra et al., 1998b; García-Valdecasas Ojeda et al., 2017]. Therefore, many models perform better over the Atlantic area than over the Mediterranean region [Domínguez et al., 2013; Jiménez-Guerrero et al., 2013]. Regarding the r for the evaporation (Figure 8), the poor values are located in the same region in both WRF experiments, but also in ERAI. To the best of authors’ knowledge, there has not been any other validation of the GLEAM dataset over the IP, and as the measurements of evaporation are not common, the reason why this values are concentrated in that region is an interesting open question for future work. That is, in any case, limited by the availability of evapotranspiration observations.

The time series of evaporation in some points were flat most of the times, highlighting WRF’s inability to simulate the seasonal variability, and the r of evaporation with observations at those isolated points were rather low. The analysis of the static data for the land surface model showed that the WRF model was not able to simulate a realistic evaporation in those grid points because the land use was configured as urban or built-up. Land surface model’s soil types across the IP were analysed, and the domain is mainly made of loam, with the exception of the Guadalquivir Basin that is made of clay. As similar soil types were located across the entire IP, the urban or built-up category seemed to be the cause of this problem, since the points affected by this were all of the same type.

The seasonal and hourly analysis of the areal mean of the residuals (Figure 30) have shown that the most remarkable values appeared at 18 UTC, and this must be related to the impact of the assimilation of observations (temperature and/or moisture) in the planetary boundary layer (PBL).

The effect of the breeze near the coasts of the IP was highlighted in our results. The analysis increments for the specific humidity at 2m (Figure 31) showed that important changes
take place during the afternoon, and they seem to be related to the coastal breezes in the Mediterranean coast. The effect of those breezes is also remarkable in the Ebro and Guadalquivir basins, which is similar to the results obtained by Cardoso et al. [2013], as they found that the inland moisture enters the IP through the basins. The relevance of the breeze was also shown by Ortiz de Galisteo et al. [2011] for the annual and seasonal diurnal cycles of IWV on the basis of the analysis of GPS data. In addition, the high values of IWV detected in summer in the Mediterranean and Cantabrian coasts seemed to be related to the breezes in those regions. This feature resembles Zveryaev et al. [2008], as they found that summer heating and local convective processes can cause positive IWV anomalies even if the moist transport diminishes. Our results regarding IWV fields resemble findings by Zveryaev et al. [2008] that showed large values of IWV over coastal regions in winter and largest values near the Mediterranean in summer.

5 Conclusions and future outlook

We analysed the differences in the water balance simulated by two WRF simulations: one of them (D) included 3DVAR data assimilation four times a day and a second one (N) did not. The spatial resolution of these runs (15 km x 15 km) makes them interesting for the study of the atmospheric water balance. Then, this comparison allowed us to evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of using the data assimilation and to check the closure of the balance over the complex landscapes and climatic areas of the IP. ERAI reanalysis data and several datasets were used for the validation of each term of the water balance equation.

Each element of the water balance was independently validated. IWV results showed that the D experiment remarkably improved the r, standard deviation and RMSE values of the N experiment for eight radiosondes located all over the IP. It also improved the results of ERAI. Compared to data measured by MODIS, the D experiment improved the r obtained by the N experiment in the southern and south-western IP, and even reached comparable values to those obtained by ERAI.

The validation of precipitation with EOBS showed that ERAI and both WRF experiments exhibited poor r values near the Mediterranean coast and Ebro basin. The N experiment yielded the poorest results, but the D experiment outperformed ERAI in the south of IP. Compared to ECA&D, TRMM or GPCP datasets, the D experiment was able to obtain comparable results to those from ERAI.

Regarding the evaporation, every urban or built-up grid point were eliminated from the validation, since WRF was not able to simulate a realistic evaporation in those grid points. Then, compared to GLEAM v3.0b and v3.0c datasets, comparable results were observed for the D experiment and ERAI. However, poor r values were obtained in both experiments in the Mediterranean coast and the north-western IP. The evaporation rate simulated by both GLEAM datasets and both WRF simulations over the whole area were similar. For ERAI, its evaporation rate overestimates the rate by other datasets.

The analysis of the residual (equation 2) showed the leading terms of the water balance to be the tendency of the IWV, the divergence of moisture flux, evaporation and precipitation, with condensates playing a minor role as usual in this kind of studies [Hirschi et al., 2006]. The effects of the 3DVAR data assimilation were perceptible in the changes of the residual within a day, particularly at 18 UTC. Those changes were very likely related with the assimilation of temperature and moisture observations in the lower levels (Figure 31). No distinctive spatial patterns were detected for the residual and for the evaporation. However, the influence of the Atlantic fronts was highly recognizable in the annual accumulated precipitation maps. High values of IWV were observed in the coastal zones of Spain during summer.

The transboundary moisture fluxes showed differences in the behaviour of the IP depending on the season. In winter, the IP imports a great amount of moisture during the whole
day. During spring, summer and, to a lesser extent, autumn, the IP mainly exports moisture through the Mediterranean coast, a result similar to continental US [Berbery and Rasmusson, 1999]. Only during midday, moisture is imported due to the sea breeze, particularly in the south of Spain.

In summary, our results showed that the D experiment improved the results obtained by the N experiment, that is, the runs using 3DVAR data assimilation every 6 hours (at 00 UTC, 06 UTC, 12 UTC and 18 UTC) improved the quality of results obtained using the high-resolution model alone (traditional numerical downscaling). Furthermore, some of the products shown indicated that the numerical output has some verification scores that outperform the driving reanalysis in the case of IWV, precipitation or evaporation, thus adding value to the forcing reanalysis.

Finally, there are still open questions in this area such as the identification of the physical mechanisms that explain WRF’s inability to simulate a realistic evaporation in urban grid points, the effect of improving the spatial and/or temporal resolution of the boundary conditions in both WRF simulations, or the energy fluxes involved in the summer cold bias in temperature in the south of the IP.
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Table 3. Spatial quantile-based analysis of the correlations obtained for precipitation in both WRF experiments and ERAI with the validation datasets: EOBS, ECA&D, GPCP and TRMM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>q97.5</th>
<th>q95</th>
<th>q75</th>
<th>q50</th>
<th>q25</th>
<th>q5</th>
<th>q2.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EOBS-N</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EOBS-D</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EOBS-ERA</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECA&amp;D-N</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECA&amp;D-D</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECA&amp;D-ERA</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPCP-N</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPCP-D</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPCP-ERA</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRMM-N</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRMM-D</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRMM-ERA</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.  Same as Table 3 but for bias (mm/day).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>q97.5</th>
<th>q95</th>
<th>q75.</th>
<th>q50</th>
<th>q25</th>
<th>q5</th>
<th>q2.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EOBS-N</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td>-1.38</td>
<td>-1.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EOBS-D</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>-0.72</td>
<td>-1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EOBS-ERA</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>-0.59</td>
<td>-0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECA&amp;D-N</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>-0.90</td>
<td>-0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECA&amp;D-D</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECA&amp;D-ERA</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
<td>-0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPCP-N</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-1.42</td>
<td>-2.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPCP-D</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>-0.73</td>
<td>-1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPCP-ERA</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>-0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRMM-N</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>-0.45</td>
<td>-0.88</td>
<td>-2.70</td>
<td>-3.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRMM-D</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
<td>-0.63</td>
<td>-1.81</td>
<td>-2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRMM-ERA</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>-0.51</td>
<td>-0.74</td>
<td>-1.66</td>
<td>-1.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 19. Top: Domain of both simulations marked with grey dots. The mask defined for the IP is plotted in red. That was the area used for verification. Bottom left: topography of the IP taken from GLOBE dataset (at 1 km resolution; [Hastings and Dunbar, 1999]) and bottom right: topography as represented in our WRF simulations (15 km resolution).
Figure 20. Taylor diagrams showing the standard deviation, r and RMSE results for N and D experiments and ERAI compared to radiosonde data (coloured in red, green and orange respectively). The small dots represent the results for each time series created using the bootstrap technique, while the big dots correspond to the results obtained from the full sample of observed radiosonde data.
Figure 21. Correlation for both WRF simulations and ERAI compared to IWV data collected by MODIS aboard Aqua and Terra satellites. The spatial average of the points included in the IP is presented in the right bottom corner of the map.

Figure 22. Same as Figure 21, but for bias (mm).

Figure 23. Precipitation correlation maps between EOBS dataset for both WRF simulations and ERAI (shaded). Coloured circles represent the correlation of 21 stations selected from ECA&D. The mean r values for EOBS and ECA&D datasets are presented in the right bottom corner of the maps.

Figure 24. Same as Figure 23, but for bias (mm/day).

Figure 25. Eliminated points from the validation of evaporation because of the lack of ability to simulate observed evaporation by Noah Land Surface Model depending on their land uses. All urban and built-up grid points (orange) were deleted, but also some points representing evergreen broadleaf forest (magenta), mixed forests (cyan), open shrublands (coral) and croplands (green).

Figure 26. Evaporation correlation maps between GLEAM (version 3.0b) for both WRF simulations and ERAI. All of the problematic points presented in Figure 25 are eliminated from this validation. The mean r values are presented in the right bottom corner of the maps.

Figure 27. Same as Figure 26 but for bias (mm/day).

Figure 28. Areal mean evaporation simulated by different datasets and experiments for 2010-2014. GLEAM v3.0b in blue, GLEAM v3.0c in magenta, the N experiment in red, the D experiment in green and ERAI in orange.

Figure 29. Areal mean of the precipitation (MArealRAIN), the evaporation (MArealEVAP), the divergence of moisture flux (MArealDivQ), the tendency of the IWV (DerivQ) and the residual according to the experiment: ERAI in orange, the N experiment in red and the D experiment in green (mm/day).

Figure 30. Areal mean of the residual over the IP according to the D experiment stratified by season (winter DJF, spring MAM, summer JJA, autumn SON) and hour (00 UTC, 06 UTC, 12 UTC and 18 UTC in blue, red, green and orange respectively).

Figure 31. Left: Areal mean over the IP of the analysis minus background of the specific humidity at 2m ($1 \times 10^{-3}$ kg/kg) according to the season (winter DJF, spring MAM, summer JJA, autumn SON) and hour (00, 06, 12 and 18 UTC in blue, red, green and orange respectively). Right: Spatial distribution of the analysis minus background during summer at 12 UTC (top) and 18 UTC (bottom).

Figure 32. Mean daily evaporation (mm/day) simulated by the D experiment over the IP for winter (left) and summer (right). The mean value of the evaporation over the IP is presented in the right bottom corner of the maps.

Figure 33. Accumulated annual precipitation (mm) over the IP taken from the Spanish Meteorological Agency atlas [AEMET, 2011] for 1971-2000 (left), compared to those from the D experiment (top right) and from ECA&D over EOBS (bottom right).
Figure 34.  Mean daily IWV (mm) simulated by the D experiment over the IP for winter (top left), spring (top right), summer (bottom left) and autumn (bottom right).

Figure 35.  Transboundary moisture fluxes analysis at 00 UTC (top left), 06 UTC (top right), 12 UTC (bottom left) and 18 UTC (bottom right) during winter. The reference bar is labelled at 6.5 Pg/month. The green bars represent an inland flux, while the blue bars refer to an outward flux.

Figure 36.  Same as Figure 35 but for summer.